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Motivation
∙ Standards developed across multiple relevant Standards Development
Organizations (e.g. OGC, ISO, IHO, DGIWG, W3C etc)
∙ Each standard presents several concepts that a user would need to
remember (which can be difficult to do) or cite
∙ Concepts may be model elements, conformance classes, requirements,
code lists, registered terms (such as media-types)
∙ Concepts and specification components have many inter-relationships
∙ Human and machine readable forms need to be managed and
discoverable in a consistent way.
∙ Needs to scale to cover past and future activities.

Use Cases
∙ As a Standards Developer, I would like to…
Find the precise definition of concepts already in use
Find standards that are relevant to specific concepts
Add details to concept descriptions when necessary
Publish concepts from the standards that I develop so that other
standards developers can discover them and reuse them if
necessary
− Publish information about the relationships between concepts and
related concepts, both within OGC and with the wider world.
−
−
−
−
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∙ As a Standards User, I would like to…
−
−
−
−

Find out what specific concepts mean
Determine how other concepts relate to a specific concept
Reuse some of the concept definitions in my own applications
Develop profiles of OGC standards for specific domains

Definition Server
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Facilitate semantic
interoperability between
different systems that
use OGC standards

Provides unique URIs for
technical terms used in
OGC specifications

Content
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− Specification document,
conformance class and
requirements identifiers
− Data elements and types from
OGC schemas
− Coordinate Reference Systems
− Units of measurement (references
UCUM)
− Profiles of OGC specifications for
use in specific application domains

In a nutshell... How it works
API access

Registration
OGC-NA

OGC publishing
• Specs
• Code lists
• Schemas
• etc.
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There is more to it…
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FAIR

Findable
• Web published
(searchable)
• Citable (URI based)
• Interlinked (find by
context)

Reusable
• Stability of URIs
• Transparency of
governance
• Flexible: different
views for different
users

Accessible
• URI is means to access
• Open and free

Interoperable
• Standard data model (SKOS)
• Standard API (W3C Contentnegotiation-by-profile)
• Choice of encodings (HTML,
JSON-LD, TTL )

Status
∙ Deployed and supported by OGC
∙ Development, staging and project server

∙ Controlled by OGC Naming Authority
∙ Standardisation for resource publication approaches and URIs

∙ Content managed in GIT
∙ Public repository at
https://github.com/opengeospatial/NamingAuthority
∙ Directory-based “domains” for different content types
∙ Entailment and validation based on interoperability profiles
∙ Automated execution on GIT commits
∙ Deployment configuration in internal repository

Currently On Stage
•Innovation Initiatives
•Active
•Recently finished
•Future
•Proposed
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Ongoing Initiatives

Recently Finished – Interoperable Sim & Gaming

The Year 2 Sprint is soliciting prototype
implementations across the broad set of
existing and forthcoming Khronos Group and
OGC Standards and specifications. The
primary goal is to discover new ideas and
recommendations for advancing the
baselines of these two standardsdevelopment partners, with a particular focus
on the OGC CDB Standard.

What happened?
• Sprint completed successful, demo videos being produced
• Game engines like Unity or Unreal can support CDB and
other geospatial data
• Indoor / outdoor mobility incorporating sensor data is
supported
• ER publication vote at September meeting
• Demo videos available in YouTube playlist
Further info?
• Interested in furthering the discussion or a related initiative,
contact Rollin Phillips for further information or inquiries
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Recently Finished – CDS Health
What happened?

A common, standardized health
geospatial data model and schema
will establish a blueprint to better
align the community for early
warning, response to, and recovery
from future health emergencies.

• Results and recommendations presented at June Health
Summit
• ER being presented to Health DWG for approval.
• Recommendations and draft data model being implemented
for testing in Disaster Pilot 2021
Further info
• Contact Josh Lieberman if there are any questions.
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Recently Finished – CDS Cloud Platforms
EO Cloud
Platform
Concept
Development
Study

Evaluation of EO cloud platform
architectures and alignment with
open standards, and documentation
of their readiness to support the
Disaster Pilot 2021 disaster
response exercise scenario

What happened?
• Extensive interviews summarized in ER and presented at
June TC.
• ER being presented to EOXP for approval
• Recommendations being implemented in Disaster Pilot 2021
for testing and validation/
Further info
• Contact Josh Lieberman if there are any questions.
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Current IP Initiatives
What happened?
• Request for Information (RFI) was launched, searching for
data providers creating, housing, using S-122 Standards
or Marine Protected Area data, and other S-100 Standard
Specifications
• RFI responses have been evaluated
• Sponsor Proposals are being contracted and additional
Sponsor discussions are ongoing
• Call for Participation (CFP) has been released
The Federated Marine SDI Pilot will be
looking at the Baltic/North Sea, the Arctic,
and potentially a few other regions. This pilot
will be harvesting disparate data within the
IHO S-100 Standards group and bringing
them together with OGC APIs building blocks

What’s next?
• Bring participants on board and develop scenarios
Further info?
• Contact Rollin Phillips for further information or inquiries
1
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Current Initiatives

UAS - Command and Control

What happened?
● Schedule update
● Call for Participants released
● Collecting responses until 30 Nov 2021

What’s next
● define detailed work plan and execution
● Kick-off and implement (mainly Q1-Q2 2022)
2
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Current Initiatives
HPC enabled precise agriculture and precise land stock farming
OGC responsibilities:
- Common semantic model creation support
- definition of the model profiles, validation, entailment
- model profiles’ provision through the OGC Definition Server
http://w3id.org/cybele/model
Recent work?
● Updates to the CYBELE semantic model
● Data Management Plan - data collection
● Definition Server data maintenance and curation PoC implementation
What’s next?
● Continue the DMP survey, data collection and revision with focus on:
○ exploitation of the CYBELE ontology
○ standards adoption
● Continue the work on the OGC Definition Server usability for standard
component reference
○ HiPEAC 2021 workshop participation
○ workshops with OGC SWGs
● Cybele semantic toolset and environment to be presented during the
Agriculture DWG
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Current IP Initiatives
What happened?
• established 20 Pilots clustered in 5 thematic groups
• Development of Agriculture Information Model (AIM) in
line with OGC definition Server
• Development of many agriculture ‘enablers’ Software
building blocks
• Report on Final Stakeholder requirements
IoT-based smart farming with 20
Pilot Use Cases (5 Clusters) in 18
European Countries

Further info?
• Contact Nils Hempelmann for further information
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Current IP Initiatives

Best Practices to use European Resources for EO
(Copernicus, DIASs and other PaaS, in situ…) based on
the development of 37 pilots from 7 domains,
Applied approach to make EO accessible to a broader
community and develop EO business

What happened?
• 1st sprint lessons learned on
○ EO data providers and EO Developers rendez-vous in the
Cloud.
○ 3 threads:
■ with Developers: capacity building to change working
habits and take real advantage of the Cloud
■ With Platform providers: needs for improvements
■ With Sponsors: need for further support
○ In situ data challenges and trends status
○ Data Management principles implementation (GEO and
FAIR)
• 2nd sprint monitoring (mid term milestone Oct 2021 - End
May 2021)
• 5 new pilots onboarding kickoff soon to upscale to 37 pilots
• Outreach in workshops from the European Commission, ESA
PhiWeek, GEO plenary side event
What’s next?
• Review results from the 2nd sprint -phase 1 with 32 pilots (=>
61 Partners)
• Process the lessons learned from 1st sprint and sprint 2 phase 1
• Work on licences raising awareness to help Data and services
publication
• Publish the current results on the project website
Interested?
• Marie-Francoise Voidrot

Current IP Initiatives

GEOE3
Improving the access,
interoperability, and harmonization
of data and building a data
ecosystem based on national
platforms
24

Current IP Initiatives
What happened?
• Initial Engineering Reports (IER) have become Draft ERs to
varying degrees
• Cross task synergies have been explored
• TIE-testing has commenced
• Developer survey was launched to aid numerous task
development direction
The Testbed-17 initiative will explore ten
tasks, including Application Programming
Interface (API) development, Features and
Geometries JSON, Aviation, CITE, Geo Data
Cubes, Sensor Integration, Moving Features
from motion imagery, Data Centric Security,
COG & Zarr, and Model Driven Standards.

What’s next?
• TIE-testing completion
• Draft ERs will move into finalization
• DWG/SWG review of ERs
This week and further info
• Please reach out to any Developer resources to contribute
to our developer survey
• Contact Rollin Phillips for further information or inquiries
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Current IP Initiatives
What happened?
• Formation of 5 working groups: ARD + Cloud, DRI + Recipes, Geopackage +
Users, Health, Linked Data to pursue specific interoperability objectives.
• Indicator Workshop in July.
• Focus on Louisiana for Scenario 3 Health SDI
• Focus on April 2020 flooding in the Red River Basin, Manitoba
• Focus on March 2021 flooding and landslides in the Piura and Rimac River
Basins
• License agreement for use of PeruSat-1 imagery in Pilot

ecision Ready Information for Decision
Makers will get decision and action specific
information to and from practitioners on the
ground – decision makers, commanders,
responders, volunteers, and the public – in
timely, directly consumable, and immediately
actionable ways

What’s next?
• Release of Health SDI and EO Cloud CDS Reports
• Readiness + Stakeholders Workshop on 29-30 September
• Component and data deployment to multiple cloud platforms (AWS, Azure,
CloudFerro)
• Work with Google on linked data and rich search reports
• Indicator recipe development for flooding and landslide risks & impacts
• Planning for DP22
This week and further info
• Contact Josh Lieberman if there are any questions.
2
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Current IP Initiatives
What happened?
• Received recommendations from OGC Members
• Multiple Side events at UNFCCC level including COP26
• Extended multiple year initiative
What’s next?

Climate Change Services Pilot
Enhancing Interoperability for
Climate Change Services

• Ongoing Call For Sponsors
• Closed Session for Sponsors
This week and further info?
• Refining first focus area
• Announcement at the Special Climate session
OGC Member Meeting 9th Dec.
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Current IP Initiatives

CLINT Climate Intelligence
Extreme events detection,
attribution and adaptation design
using machine learning
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Current IP Initiatives
What happened?
• Call for Sponsors launched
• Discussion with potential sponsors
Sponsors of the IDBE Pilot will push
forward the integration of both the
geospatial and BIM perspectives and
will benefit from the analysis of the
current integration capabilities. The
analysis is expected to lead to further
joint standardization work between
OGC and bSI.

What’s next?
• Kick-off Project
• Develop Call for Participation
This week and further info?
• Contact Ingo Simonis if there are any questions.
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Current IP Initiatives
What happened?
• Proposal submitted and accepted
• OGC responsible for APIs definition, definitions platform,
dissemination
What’s next?
ILIAD
Digital twin of seas and oceans.
Data and modeling platform with
wide integration and advanced
analytics. Market ready solution

•
•

Contract sign off, Kick off Q1 2022
To bring tools initiated during previous project (Odyssey) to
the common standardized platform and to mature the
solution
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Many Proposed IP Initiatives

…and digital
transformation

Common European Green Deal data
space to provide more accessible and
exploitable environmental observation
data in support of the European Green
Deal priority actions

HORIZON-CL4-2021-TWIN-TRANSITION-01-10
HORIZON-CL6-2021-GOVERNANCE-01-13
HORIZON-CL6-2021-GOVERNANCE-01-15
HORIZON-CL6-2021-GOVERNANCE-01-16
HORIZON-CL6-2021-GOVERNANCE-01-17
HORIZON-CL2-HERITAGE-2021-01-07
HORIZON-INFRA-2021-SERV-01-02
HORIZON-HLTH-2021-ENVHLTH-02-03
HORIZON-INFRA-2021-DEV-01-02
ect…
What’s next?
Waiting for positive response to kick off the projects
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Who Are Our Members?
Commercial
Business Development

Global: Brand Exposure

Competitive Technical Advantage Funding for Innovation

Government
Innovation & Market Support

International Partnerships

Trusted Advice

Operational Policy

Support & Certification

Research & Academia
Applied Research Partners

International Collaboration

Funding for Innovation
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